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OF 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm

1 2019 Sam Allen 5_5 140 R/R Oswego

6.78

Small Frame, compact build, very athletic evidenced by his 6.78 60-yard dash time. Strong accurate 
arm strength (79 mph), uses his body well behind his throws. Slightly open stance in the box, 

aggressive hip rotation, quiet load, quick powerful hands, generates a ton of bat-speed (90 mph). 
above average plate coverage in games. 

90 79

7 2019 CJ Latham 5_11 155 L/R Shenendehowa

7.39

Average frame, lean build standing 5-foot-11, 155-pounds. Above average arm from the OF with 
carryto the bag, uses a long 3/4 arm path on throws. Relaxed setup in the box, slight leg kick, 

consistent timing, average bat speed (80) that should improve as he adds strength. Uses a high 
finish after contact.

80 80

11 2020 Holden Lazarus 6_0 185 R/R Ithaca

6.37

Above average frame, athletic build, build like a college football running back, ran an impressive 
6.37 60-yard dash. Above average arm form the OF (88 mph), quick arm action, with carry to the 
plate. Agile in the OF, glides to balls, natrual reads. In the box he's uses a wide, open stance, very 

quick loose hands, compact and strong creating 99 mph bat speed, great hands. Explosive through 
the zone. High level player to follow. 

99 88

15 2019 Joe Comins 6_0 165 L/R West Genesee

6.89

Above average frame, lean and athletic evidenced by his 6.89 60-yard dash time. Plus throwing arm 
form the OF with carry (85 mph), long arm action. Explosive with his lower half on throws. Hunched 

over stance in the box. Aggressive to his pull-side, at times his barrel pulls off with his front 
shoulder and hip. Shows a mostly level barrel plane with strong hands (85 mph exit velo). Player to 

follow.

85 85

MIF 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm

3 2020 Joe Wike 5_7 155 R/R Bishop Grimes

7.72

Short build standing 5-foot-7, 155-pounds, ran a 7.72 60-yard dash. Arm action is compact, quick 
release, throws show carry to the bag, all-around solid defensive actions. Offensively, contact hitter 

approach, relaxed, lets the ball travel, finds the barrel consistent. Impressive bat-speed (84 mph) 
for his size and expect that number to increase as he gets older and more mature. 

84 73

4 2020 Kobe Stenson 5_7 145 R/R Liverpool

7.29

Stands 5-foot-7, 150-pounds with an athletic appearance. Ran a 7.29 60 yard dash. Defensively, 
verysmooth and fluid actions. Everything is clean and easy. Carry on the arm strength, quick 

release, multi-arm slot ability. Active lower half thorugh the ball.  Offensively it's a very simple easy 
approach, slight incline to his fluid bat path loose hands. Line drive approach, above average 

rhythm and balance. High level overall player from CNY. 

82 81

8 2019 Sean O'Connor 6_2 170 L/R Fayetteville-Manlius

6.78

Stands 6-foot-2, 170-pounds, appearance is big and physical, frame projects to add strength. 
Actions are strong up the middle, glove is clean, arm is strong (83 mph) release is fast. Offensively, 
some lift in swing to his pullside, barrel has a slight inclined path. Bat-speed is loose and easy. Very 

good looking prospect from CNY. 

83 81

10 2019 Blake VanDreason 6_0 180 R/R Vernon-Verona-Sherrill

7

6-foot-0, 180-pounds and well built, projectable frame. Smooth actions, has really improved over 
the last few times we have seen him, a great sigh of his work ethic. Clean fluid arm with 79 mph 

arm strength. Solid body control. Offensively he's relaxed in the box, easy line drive aproach. Gap to 
gap power with 90 mph exit velo off a tee.  Overall balance and extension. Natural feel for hitting

90 79

Catchers 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm Pop Time Range

5 2021 Anthony Febo 5_8 160 R/R Carmel

7.99

5-foot-8, 160-pounds with a durable frame especially for his age. Average footwork defensively, 
long arm action, current arm strenght is 70 mph but there's clear signs of more to come, registered 

a 2.14 pop time in the workout, very sound defensively. Slightly open stance in the box, drops 
hands to the ball with some lift  in the swing, bat-speed was 80 mph and there is more to come. 

Nice looking 2021 to follow. 

80 70 2.14-2.19

20 2019 Spencer John 6_3 185 R/R Romulus

7.45

Stands 6-foot-3, 185-pounds with great size behind the plate. Wide base defensivley, soft hands.
Long arm and release producing a 2.13 pop-time with 69 mph arm-strength, High 3/4 arm-slot. 

Slightly open stance in the box offensively, shows above average balance, consistent contact, 
Smooth take away and power potential (87 mph exit), gap-gap type hitter. 

87 69 2.13-2.25

3B 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm

6 2019 Aaron Simons 5_10 170 L/R Rome Free Academy

7.6

Good frame and size standing 5-foot-10, 170pounds.. Movements defensively are fluid, longer arm 
action, average release with 74 mph arm-strength across the diamond. Offensively, long swing path 

to the ball, with good leverage through contact, 86 mph exit velo. Hands work away from body 
occasionally. Shows consistent solid contact. 

86 74

18 2020 Patrick Sherron 5_10 185 R/R Rush-Henrietta
7.73

Moves well but actions get long. Ball has good carry on throws. Sure handed. Swing gets level 
through the zone. Needs to make sure he keeps hands inside the ball and doesn't roll over too soon 

after contact.
86 76

21 2019 Jacob Coleman 6_2 186 R/R Auburn

7.69

Projectable size for corner infield standing 6-foot-2, 190-pounds. Simple actions and movements 
defensively, short arm-action with 70 mph arm-strength. Offensively, hands get to the zone quickly, 

compact, 80 mph off a tee. Needs to stay extended longer after contact on his finish. No wasted 
movement in the box showing overall balance.

80 70

1B 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm
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19 2020 Tyler Jennings 6_4 180 R/R Liverpool

7.57

Tall slender build standing 6-foot-4, 180-pounds with signs of more physical gains ahead. 
Defensively his footwork around the bag is average, open glove out in front, quick arm action, 

attacks the ball with aveggressiveness. In the box he uses high hands, great balance, solid contact, 
fluid barrel path creating 88 mph exit velo, semi high finish, power projection. 

88 70

22 2019 Gavin Leahy 6_2 245 R/R West Genesee

8.16

Large body frame at 6-foot-2, 225-pounds and ran a 8.16 60-yard dash. Defensively he stays behind 
the ball, average transfer, uses a high 3/4 arm action with 72 mph arm-action, In the box he uses a 

long take away, quiet lower half, high hands, very strong compact with next-level bat-speed (96 
mph), more pull-side power in BP, loud contact.  

96 72

P Peak FB FB Range CB/SL Range CH Range Other

2 2020 Austin Wainer 5_8 145 R/R Somers

81

Athletic frame with long limbs for his size. Energy on the mound and a competive demeanor. Slow 
and smooth tempo to balance point. Generates leverage with a lower half push and hip rotation. 

Ball comes out of his hand easy and gets on hitters faster than expected. FB shows late life and run 
with quick arm. Finishes well over front knee and stays in line down the mound. Tends to short arm 
the ball and not get arm fully extended. Smooth beginning then uses alot of energy moving down 

the mound. CB/SLD shows tight spin and good cross action movement. 

77-79 69-71

10 2019 Blake VanDreason 6_0 180 R/R Vernon-Verona-Sherrill
80

Lean and athletic with smooth mechanics. Loose arm action with a low 3/4 release point. Fastball 
has good arm side run. Change up shows arm side sink and is consistent in the strike zone. Good 

body presence on the mound working quickly and fielding position well.
78-79 66-68 69-70

11 2020 Holden Lazarus 6_0 185 R/R Ithaca
84

Lean athletic frame with smooth machines and a clean arm swing. Features a mid 3/4 release point 
with good lower body strength and body awareness. Projectable body with upside.

82-84 66-69

12 2019 Jack Gordon 6_1 180 R/R West Genesee
80

Athletic build with strong lower body. Mid 3/4 release point with good repeatable mechanics. 
Fastball shows late life with effective secondary pitches. Change up sinks arm side while curve ball 

shows tight cross plate spin.
76-78 69-71 66-68

13 2020 Jacob Sanders 6_1 185 R/R Auburn

84

Big body with good control of his actions. The frame should be able to handle more weight as he 
gets stronger. Stays in his legs well throughout his delivery. Arm actions is long at hand break but 
shortens up and gets quicker as he delivers the pitch. Good tempo in everything he does with low 
effort. FB is at it's best when he gets it low and away to his glove side. Has good feel for his CB and 

throws it wth good hand speed.

80-83 69-72

14 2019 Dominic Schmidt 6_0 180 L/L Kenmore West

81

Polished lefty with a consistent 2-pitch mix. Has a high 3/4 arm slot that he uses to generate good 
downward plane. Slow and deliberate tempo to his delivery causes the ball to jump on hitter's out 
of his hand. Uses lower half well to create good leverage. FB is straight but he can move it all over 

the zone. CB has good depth and is equally tough on both RHH and LHH. 

79-81 68-70

18 2020 Patrick Sherron 5_10 185 R/R Rush-Henrietta

77

Solid athletic body frame. Steady tempo tends to look down at his feet then picks up target. Slight 
pause in the top of his leg lift but does not drop weight consistently on back leg. Minimal run on FB. 
Long arm take away into a mid-high 3/4 arm slot. Slightly wraps ball behind his head before strong 

explosion down the mound. CB has average spin and drop 11/5 action. Tends to open front 
shoulder quick leaving his arm dragging behind but has the corrective mentality. 

75-76 61-64

23 2019 Devyn Fahnestock 6_2 240 R/R Delaware Valley

86

Large frame with simple actions and a clean delivery. Good tempo and pace when he throws. Stays 
under control and accelerates his arm late. Keeps good direction going towards his catcher. 3/4 

release point. FB has good life and he keeps it around the zone consistently. Breaking ball has sharp 
break and comes out of the hand easily. Overall he's big and smooth and understands how to attack 

hitters.

80-85 68-70


